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Dear editor,
Relation extraction aims to identify relation facts
for pairs of entities in raw texts to construct
triplets such as [Arthur Lee, place born, Memphis]. To automatically extract relation facts, the
distant supervision strategy [1] has been proposed,
which assumes that, if there exists a relation between two entities in a known knowledge base, all
the sentences that mention these two entities will
likely express the same relation. Recently, neural networks have been widely applied to distant
supervised relation extraction and have achieved
good performances by precisely extracting semantic features [2]. However, most current studies
have not paid sufficient attention to distinguish
fine-grained relations. Relations, such as company/shareholder, company/advisors, and company/founders, contain similar relation features.
All three relations can be easily recognized from
others such as location/contain; however, it is difficult for relation extractors to distinguish them
from each other. Meanwhile, previous studies have
not focused on relations that are difficult to distinguish. Even though remarkable relations can be
easily extracted, similar relations are difficult to
be recognized precisely to improve the fine-grained
relation extraction.
This study proposes a novel approach for the
extraction of fine-grained relations. Herein, typebased attention and a new training algorithm,
namely focal multi-task learning, were proposed

for extracting fine-grained relation features. In
the proposed fine-grained relation extractor, the
bidirectional gated recurrent unit (BGRU) network serves as the fundamental neural model for
the sentence encoder. Next, a type-based attention approach was built to represent the relation
features as a weighted sum of the sentence embeddings in a bag according to the entity-type information. To overcome the limitations associated
with similar relations, the proposed model was
trained with focal multi-task learning. Entity-type
predictions were proposed as auxiliary tasks and
were trained together with the relation extraction
task in parallel by sharing all the hidden representation layers. Finally, multi-task learning was
integrated with the focal loss to focus on similar
relations which are difficult to distinguish. The
proposed method was evaluated on a widely used
benchmark. Extensive experiments demonstrated
that the proposed approach is effective and outperforms the state-of-the-art approaches.
The proposed approach. In the distant supervised relation extraction paradigm, all sentences
labeled by a relation triple constitute a bag. The
relation triple is described as [head, relation, tail],
where head and tail are both entities. Suppose
that there are N bags {B1 , B2 , . . . , BN } in the
training set and that the i-th bag contains qi sentences Bi = {bi1 , . . . , biqi } (i = 1, . . . , N ). Our innovative solution for fine-grained relation extraction
in distant supervision comprises three key mod-
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Figure 1 (Color online) The architecture of our fine-grained relation extractor illustrating the procedure for handling one
sentence and predicting the relation between [Arthur Lee] and [Memphis].

ules, as shown in Figure 1; these modules are
sentence encoder, type-based attention, and focal
multi-task learning.
• Sentence encoder. Given a sentence b∗ and
two target entities, BGRU is used to construct
a distributed representation of the relation features for the sentence. The input representations of the proposed model are pre-trained word
embeddings and position embeddings. We used
BGRU, including both forward and backward subnetworks, to capture the global sequence information. The hidden state of each word in the sentence
is ht = BGRU(xt ), as shown in Figure 1. The final
relation representation of the sentence is concatenated with the hidden states hhead and htail .
• Typed-based attention. Given a bag of sentences B ∗ and two target entities, the representation of the bag was computed by summing up the
weighted sentence representations, which are given
by the sentence encoder. The weights are learned
using a type-based attention mechanism. Attention mechanism has been proven to effectively alleviate the wrong label problem in the distant supervised relation extraction [3]. However, previous
studies have generated attention weights by aligning sentences to external relation features, which
have a low capability of distinguishing the finegrained relations owing to their similar features. In
the proposed model, we generate attention weights
with entity-type features, which are learned from
entity-type predictions. The entity-type information is helpful to recognize the fine-grained relations. We propose the following formulas to compute the type-based attention weights:
; htail
wi = WαT (tanh[hhead
i
i ]),

(1)

exp(wi )
αi = Pq
,
j=1 exp(wj )
h(relation) =

q
X

αi [hhead
; htail
i
i ].

(2)
(3)

i=1

Finally, we feed the relation representation
h(relation) of the bag B ∗ into the focal multi-task
layer and the output layer for the estimated probability of each relation.
• Focal multi-task learning. After computing
the representation of a sentence bag, we applied
the focal multi-task learning to extract the finegrained relation features. We trained the proposed model using multi-task learning by designing three relevant tasks in parallel, which are the
head-type prediction, relation extraction, and tailtype prediction, as shown in Figure 1. The estimated probability distributions are computed for
all three tasks using the following equation:
p̂(m) = softmax(W (m) h(m) + b(m) ),
m ∈ {head, tail, relation}.

(4)

To further focus on the similar relations that are
difficult to distinguish, we assigned more weights
for training sentences with ambiguous relations in
the loss function by integrating a focal loss function [4] with the proposed multi-task learning. We
also focused on ambiguous types for the entitytype prediction tasks with the focal loss function.
Therefore, a novel joint cost function is proposed
as the following equation, which is a linear combination of the focal cost functions for all tasks:
X
φ=
λi J(p̂i , y i , θi ),
i∈m
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(5)

where λi is the weight for each respective task
whose sum should be 1 and θi represents the parameters of the task i. The focal loss function for
each task is the negative log-likelihood of the true
class labels:
z
1X
J(p̂, y, θ) = −
κ(1−p̂j )γ yj log(p̂j )+βkθk2 , (6)
z j=1
where y ∈ Rz is a one-hot vector representing the
ground truth, p̂ ∈ Rz is the estimated probability
for each class, and z is the number of class labels.
β and θ represent the L2 regularization strength
and all the training variables, respectively. κ and
γ are parameters of the focal loss function. In
the J(p̂, y, θ) equation, a relation with higher confidence will have a smaller influence on the final
loss. Herein, the joint cost function φ not only adjusts the weights of similar relations but also balances the importance of the different tasks. The
ambiguous task is assigned bigger weights. Finally,
we compute the average loss of all the training sentences.
Our results. We conducted experiments on a
widely used benchmark for distant supervised relation extraction, i.e., NYT-10 [5]. We evaluated the
proposed method through a classic hold-out evaluation. This evaluates our models by comparing the
relation facts discovered from the test articles with
those presented in Freebase. Both the aggregate
precision/recall (PR) curves and the precision at
top N predictions (P@N) are reported in our experiments. PCNN+ATT [3] is presented as the
strongest baseline.
• Overall performance. The proposed method
achieves a better PR curve than that of the baseline. The PR curve area of PCNN+ATT is 0.35,
whereas the proposed method increases that to
0.39, which indicates a significant improvement of
11.4%. To further evaluate the performance of the
proposed method, we proposed P@100, P@200,
P@300 and their mean as the quantitative indicators to compare the proposed method with the
baseline. We increased these four indicators by
7.8%, 7.4%, 6.6%, and 7.3%, respectively. The
results indicate that the proposed method outperforms the baseline significantly.
• Effect of focal multi-task learning for finegrained relations. To further demonstrate the effect of focal multi-task learning, we compared the
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proposed method to a fundamental BGRU network. The proposed method achieves better performance than the BGRU model and increases the
PR curve area by 15.2%. Additionally, we evaluated the proposed focal multi-task learning using
top predictions of fine-grained relation sentences
that contain similar relation features. A significant increase of 28.0% at P@100 for fine-grained
relation sentences indicates that focal multi-task
learning is beneficial for distinguishing similar relations.
Conclusion. Herein, we exploited a novel approach for fine-grained relation extraction with a
knowledge base by integrating a BGRU network
with focal multi-task learning and type-based attention. The focal multi-task learning helps distinguish similar relations precisely, and the typebased attention sufficiently utilizes the entity-type
features to accurately recognize fine-grained relations. Our experiments show that the proposed
approach achieves a significant improvement over
the strong baseline.
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